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An Odd Denomination
Military Finance Training Note

by PAUL ANDREWS

F OR the past two years I have been collecting military pay-
ment certificates (MPC). During this time I have been on
the lookout for any offerings of MPC training notes.

These the "Monopoly Money-like" notes, are used in the in-
struction of U.S. Military finance personnel. Apparently scarce,
I noticed only two offers of these notes in the two years before
April of this year. Only recently have they become available.
Surprisingly, at least to me, is the fact that prior to the recent of-
ferings, the two training notes I saw were for a single denomina-
tion. The recent notes were offered in groups of seven denomi-
nations, in both a fixed price list and an auction. These were the
"Adjutant General" type of 5(, 10(, 25C, 50C, $1, $10 and
$20. Close behind these offerings was an article in the Currency
Dealer Newsletter; it described and discussed these notes. And
if this wasn't coincidence enough, I unexpectedly received on
approval a full set of the notes from my MPC mentor and
dealer, Essie Kashani of California. Luckily the set arrived
before I committed myself to the other offerings, because it con-
tained the $5 note—the other offers didn't—not to mention a
more reasonable price.

Figure 1.
With this sudden availability of the training set I became more

interested in a note I purchased last year. It was sold as an MPC
training note of the $4 denomination. I thought that the $4 de-
nomination was unusual, no regular MPC note was issued in
this denomination, but I did not doubt the seller's classification
of the note as an MPC training note. With the addition to my
collection of the set of training notes mentioned above, the
previously acquired $4 note stood out like a sore thumb. As can
be seen from Figs. 1 and 2, the $4 note is very different from the
$5 note, which is a part of the regular MPC training note series.

(Continued on p. 29)
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The Last $1 Silver Certificates
by DAVID H. KLEIN

MALL-SIZE silver certificate $1 notes were issued
for a period of forty-four years ; billions were
printed. The last notes were printed on 18 and

32-sub!ect sheets.
According to the late William P. Donlon, the last of

the 18-subject sheet notes were series of 1935H, en-
ding at E10800000J, delivered on Oct. 4, 1963. The
last of the 32-subject sheet notes were series of
1957B, ending at Y12480000A, delivered on Nov. 6,
1963.

I believe that numbers E1079991J through
E10800000J of the 1935H, and Y12479991A
through Y12480000A of the 1957B were given to the
Smithsonian, and that E10799986J through
E10799990J of the 1935H and Y12479986A
through Y12479990A of the 1957B were given to the
American Numismatic Association.
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Thus, the four notes illustrated for each of these
blocks, E10799982J through E10799985J of the
1935H and Y12479982A through Y12479985A are
the last numbers of the last issue of $1 silver certificates
in private hands.
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Since the very last $1 silver certificate was
Y12480000A, the last ladder note printed was
Y12345678A of the 1957B series, and the last note of
solid nines was from the previous block, X99999999A.

(Andrews, continued from p. 28)
The back of the $4 note, Fig. 3, carries an informational essay
about the U.S. Army Finance Corps, which has even less rela-
tionship to the backs of the regular "Adjutant General" MPC
training notes. The back of the regular issue is simply a duplica-
tion of the face of the note. This poses the question, is the $4
note an MPC training note?

Although I cannot say with absolute assurance that the $4
notes are not MPC training notes for the U.S. Army, the follow-
ing example of military logic suggests they are not: in Vietnam,
my company received a shipment of snow shovels! The $4 de-
nomination was never part of any regular MPC series and the
back of the note, with its message, is almost like an advertise-
ment for the Army Finance Corps. These facts suggest that the
notes were part of some type of souvenir offering at something

like a Post or Fort "open house".
The $4 note is 7 3/8" x 3 3/8", or almost the same as a

large-size U.S. note. It is light green on white, similar to the light
green color variation of the regular MPC training notes of the
"Adjutant General" type. The method of printing is similar to
that on MPC issues and the paper is of good quality. It is a quali-
ty product no matter what its intended use.

If anyone has additional information about this issue please
contact me at the address below. If sufficient interest is ex-
pressed, a subsequent article will be submitted.

Mr. Paul Andrews
4454 Whisperwood Dr.
Martinez
Ga. 30907
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